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AMBBird_DESERT-Bird Insect Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at various distances as flying insects buzz consistently. Gentle but gusty breeze heard throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Bird Insect Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at various distances as flying insects buzz consistently. Gentle but gusty breeze heard throughout.

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Diverse Insects Morning_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Diverse birds call and sing at various distances as flying insects buzz consistently during a hot morning on the Sonoran Desert. Light breeze at 
times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Diverse Insects Morning_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Diverse birds call and sing at various distances as flying insects buzz consistently during a hot morning on the Sonoran Desert. Light breeze at 
times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Insects Busy Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing along with buzzing flying insects at various distances as a gentle breeze sweeps across the Sonoran Desert. Hummingbirds 
and roadrunners heard at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Birds Insects Busy Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing along with buzzing flying insects at various distances as a gentle breeze sweeps across the Sonoran Desert. Hummingbirds 
and roadrunners heard at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Calm Dawn Birds Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Calm dawn in the Sonoran Desert. Flying insects and birds vocalizing throughout. Small mammals heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Calm Dawn Birds Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Calm dawn in the Sonoran Desert. Flying insects and birds vocalizing throughout. Small mammals heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Calm Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Calm dawn in the Sonoran Desert. Distant birds vocalize throughout. Small mammals and insects heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Calm Dawn Birds_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Calm dawn in the Sonoran Desert. Distant birds vocalize throughout. Small mammals and insects heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Calm Morning Birds Breeze Consistent_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Calm morning with a light consistent breeze in the Sonoran Desert. Flying insects and birds vocalizing throughout. Woodpeckers pecking and 
hummingbirds whirring heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Calm Morning Birds Breeze Consistent_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Calm morning with a light consistent breeze in the Sonoran Desert. Flying insects and birds vocalizing throughout. Woodpeckers pecking and 
hummingbirds whirring heard at times.

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call regularly during a hot and consistently breezy morning in a small canyon. Dry leaf debris heard rustling and clicking 
throughout. Distant crows and woodpeckers at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call regularly during a hot and consistently breezy morning in a small canyon. Dry leaf debris heard rustling and clicking 
throughout. Distant crows and woodpeckers at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Sparse Breeze V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call sparsely but vibrantly in a small canyon. Light but tonal breeze and moving leaf debris heard throughout. Flying insects of 
varying sizes and woodpeckers at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Sparse Breeze V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call sparsely but vibrantly in a small canyon. Light but tonal breeze and moving leaf debris heard throughout. Flying insects of 
varying sizes and woodpeckers at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Sparse Breeze V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call sparsely but vibrantly in a small canyon. Faint leafy breeze and moving leaf debris heard throughout. Flying insects of 
varying sizes and woodpeckers at times. 
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AMBBird_DESERT-Morning Birds Sparse Breeze V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call sparsely but vibrantly in a small canyon. Faint leafy breeze and moving leaf debris heard throughout. Flying insects of 
varying sizes and woodpeckers at times. 

AMBBird_DESERT-Woodpecker Activity Birds Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call anding at various distances as a woodpecker is heard intimately pecking and drumming in a small canyon. Light wind, flying insects, 
and leaf debris heard throughout

AMBBird_DESERT-Woodpecker Activity Birds Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call anding at various distances as a woodpecker is heard intimately pecking and drumming in a small canyon. Light wind, flying insects, 
and leaf debris heard throughout

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Breeze Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds sing and call vibrantly at various distances in a deciduous forest on a warm afternoon near a large lake. Flying insects, light breeze, and 
distant crickets heard throughout. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Breeze Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds sing and call vibrantly at various distances in a deciduous forest on a warm afternoon near a large lake. Flying insects, light breeze, and 
distant crickets heard throughout. 

AMBBird_MEADOW-Hilltop Meadow Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call and sing at moderate distances on the edges of a hilltop meadow on a summer day. Calming crickets and flying insects heard 
throughout. Wild Turkeys heard calling occasionally at a distance

AMBBird_MEADOW-Hilltop Meadow Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call and sing at moderate distances on the edges of a hilltop meadow on a summer day. Calming crickets and flying insects heard 
throughout. Wild Turkeys heard calling occasionally at a distance

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Vibrant Birds Deep Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A deep and tonal wind sweeps across a prairie as birds call and sing vibrantly throughout. Flying insects and detailed grasses and plant debris 
heard at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Vibrant Birds Deep Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A deep and tonal wind sweeps across a prairie as birds call and sing vibrantly throughout. Flying insects and detailed grasses and plant debris 
heard at times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Vibrant Birds Varied Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varying wind sweeps across a prairie as birds call and sing vibrantly throughout. Flying insects and detailed grasses and plant debris heard at 
times. 

AMBBird_PRAIRIE-Vibrant Birds Varied Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varying wind sweeps across a prairie as birds call and sing vibrantly throughout. Flying insects and detailed grasses and plant debris heard at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Barrel Cactus Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A gusty wind blows around a Barrel Cactus creating light whooshing textures. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Barrel Cactus Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A gusty wind blows around a Barrel Cactus creating light whooshing textures. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Hiss_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Strong but varying wind blows through the rare Organ Pipe Cactus, creating rhythmic hissing, oscillating, and low volume tones. Plant debris, 
quiet birds, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Hiss_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Strong but varying wind blows through the rare Organ Pipe Cactus, creating rhythmic hissing, oscillating, and low volume tones. Plant debris, 
quiet birds, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Squeak V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Cactus needles bending and squeaking in a gusty and strong wind. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Squeak V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Cactus needles bending and squeaking in a gusty and strong wind. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying insects heard occasionally.  
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AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Squeak V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Cactus needles bending and squeaking in a varying wind. Strong gusts at times. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Squeak V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Cactus needles bending and squeaking in a varying wind. Strong gusts at times. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Varied V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varying breeze sweeps through large Cacti in the Sonoran Desert, creating varied textures, tones, squeaks, and noises. Quiet birds, small 
mammals rustling, and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Varied V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varying breeze sweeps through large Cacti in the Sonoran Desert, creating varied textures, tones, squeaks, and noises. Quiet birds, small 
mammals rustling, and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Varied V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varying light breeze blows through large Cacti in the Sonoran Desert, creating varied textures, tones, squeaks, and noises. Lighter tones than 
V1. Quiet birds, small mammals rustling, and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cactus Wind Varied V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varying light breeze blows through large Cacti in the Sonoran Desert, creating varied textures, tones, squeaks, and noises. Lighter tones than 
V1. Quiet birds, small mammals rustling, and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Calm Afternoon_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A calm summer afternoon on the Sonoran desert. Occasional flying insects and calling birds at times. Light but deep wind present throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Calm Afternoon_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A calm summer afternoon on the Sonoran desert. Occasional flying insects and calling birds at times. Light but deep wind present throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Calming Diverse Wind V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Various sweeping tonal gusts of calming wind on the Sonoran Desert. Occasional bird calls, flying insets, and strong gusts. Plant debris and 
textures heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Calming Diverse Wind V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Various sweeping tonal gusts of calming wind on the Sonoran Desert. Occasional bird calls, flying insets, and strong gusts. Plant debris and 
textures heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Calming Diverse Wind V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Various sweeping tonal gusts of calming wind on the Sonoran Desert. Occasional bird calls and flying insets. Plant debris and textures heard at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Calming Diverse Wind V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Various sweeping tonal gusts of calming wind on the Sonoran Desert. Occasional bird calls and flying insets. Plant debris and textures heard at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cave Entrance Calm_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A calm breeze blows across the entrance to a large quiet cave. Birds calling and flying insects heard distantly throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cave Entrance Calm_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A calm breeze blows across the entrance to a large quiet cave. Birds calling and flying insects heard distantly throughout. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cholla Cactus Wind V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A gusty wind blows around a Cholla Cactus creating pleasant whooshing textures. Strong gusts at times. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying 
insects heard occasionally. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cholla Cactus Wind V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A gusty wind blows around a Cholla Cactus creating pleasant whooshing textures. Strong gusts at times. Plant debris, quiet birds, and flying 
insects heard occasionally. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cholla Cactus Wind V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong gusty wind blows around a Cholla Cactus creating pleasant  deep and mid-toned whooshing textures. Plant debris, quiet birds, and 
flying insects heard occasionally. 
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AMBDsrt_DESERT-Cholla Cactus Wind V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong gusty wind blows around a Cholla Cactus creating pleasant  deep and mid-toned whooshing textures. Plant debris, quiet birds, and 
flying insects heard occasionally. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Gusty Wind Plants_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Plants and brush tap, click, and squeak as a persistent breeze blows across the Sonoran Desert. Quiet birds and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Gusty Wind Plants_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Plants and brush tap, click, and squeak as a persistent breeze blows across the Sonoran Desert. Quiet birds and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Light Sweeping Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A light but varying sweeping breeze blows across the Mojave Desert. Plant and leaf debris, quiet birds, and small mammals heard scurrying at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Light Sweeping Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A light but varying sweeping breeze blows across the Mojave Desert. Plant and leaf debris, quiet birds, and small mammals heard scurrying at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Saguaro Wind Deep_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Strong but varying wind gusts blow around a Saguaro Cactus, creating deep whooshing and high hissing textures. Plant debris, quiet birds, and 
flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Saguaro Wind Deep_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Strong but varying wind gusts blow around a Saguaro Cactus, creating deep whooshing and high hissing textures. Plant debris, quiet birds, and 
flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Saguaro Wind Light_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A light but varying breeze blows around a Saguaro Cactus, creating whooshing and hissing textures. Strong gusts at times. Plant debris, quiet 
birds, small mammals rustling, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Saguaro Wind Light_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A light but varying breeze blows around a Saguaro Cactus, creating whooshing and hissing textures. Strong gusts at times. Plant debris, quiet 
birds, small mammals rustling, and flying insects heard occasionally.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Strong Wind Plants_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Plants and brush tap, click, and squeak as a strong gusty breeze blows across the Sonoran Desert. Quiet birds and flying insects heard at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Strong Wind Plants_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Plants and brush tap, click, and squeak as a strong gusty breeze blows across the Sonoran Desert. Quiet birds and flying insects heard at 
times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Sweeping Tonal Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Varying winds types blow across a densely vegetated section of Sonoran Desert creating varied whooshing tones. Birds and flying insects 
heard at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Sweeping Tonal Breeze Birds_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Varying winds types blow across a densely vegetated section of Sonoran Desert creating varied whooshing tones. Birds and flying insects 
heard at times.

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Sweeping Wind Subsiding_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A sweeping wind blows across the Sonoran Desert on a hot afternoon as birds call at moderate distances throughout. Wind slowly dies down 
throughout. Plant debris and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Sweeping Wind Subsiding_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A sweeping wind blows across the Sonoran Desert on a hot afternoon as birds call at moderate distances throughout. Wind slowly dies down 
throughout. Plant debris and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Varying Sweeping Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varying wind sweeps across canyons and plains. Moderately strong gusts at times. Plant and leaf debris, birds, and small mammals heard 
scurrying at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Varying Sweeping Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varying wind sweeps across canyons and plains. Moderately strong gusts at times. Plant and leaf debris, birds, and small mammals heard 
scurrying at times. 
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AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Plants Varied V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Wind gusts of various strengths blow through diverse vegetation creating squeaks, whistles, knocks, and clicks. Quiet birds and flying insects 
heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Plants Varied V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Wind gusts of various strengths blow through diverse vegetation creating squeaks, whistles, knocks, and clicks. Quiet birds and flying insects 
heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Plants Varied V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Wind gusts blow through diverse vegetation creating squeaks, whistles, knocks, and clicks. Quiet birds and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Plants Varied V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Wind gusts blow through diverse vegetation creating squeaks, whistles, knocks, and clicks. Quiet birds and flying insects heard at times.  

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Strong Intimate_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong but varying wind blows through high desert. Birds, flying insects, and plant debris heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Strong Intimate_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong but varying wind blows through high desert. Birds, flying insects, and plant debris heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Strong Long Gusts_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Long strong gusts of wind rattle bushes and trees. Wind can be heard traveling across the canyons and plateaus at a great distance. Birds, 
flying insects, and plant debris heard at times. 

AMBDsrt_DESERT-Wind Strong Long Gusts_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Long strong gusts of wind rattle bushes and trees. Wind can be heard traveling across the canyons and plateaus at a great distance. Birds, 
flying insects, and plant debris heard at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Breeze Debris V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varying breeze blows through a forest causing debris and leaves to fall to the ground. Birds and flying insects audible at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Breeze Debris V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varying breeze blows through a forest causing debris and leaves to fall to the ground. Birds and flying insects audible at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Breeze Debris V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong breeze blows through a forest causing branches, debris, and leaves to fall to the ground and swirl around. Birds and flying insects 
audible at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Breeze Debris V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong breeze blows through a forest causing branches, debris, and leaves to fall to the ground and swirl around. Birds and flying insects 
audible at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Calm Afternoon Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A calm summer afternoon in a dense mixed forest near a lake. Flying insects and calling birds at times. Light tonal breeze throughout, building 
towards the end. Waterfowl, woodpeckers, frogs, and small mammals heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Calm Afternoon Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A calm summer afternoon in a dense mixed forest near a lake. Flying insects and calling birds at times. Light tonal breeze throughout, building 
towards the end. Waterfowl, woodpeckers, frogs, and small mammals heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaves Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A gentle breeze blows through a mixed forest, creating tapping, clicking, and whooshing. Plant and leaf debris, birds, and small mammals heard 
scurrying at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Leaves Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A gentle breeze blows through a mixed forest, creating tapping, clicking, and whooshing. Plant and leaf debris, birds, and small mammals heard 
scurrying at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Night Pine Wind Crickets_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A deep tonal wind produced by a consistent breeze across long pine needles. Calming crickets at various distances throughout. Plant and leaf 
debris, quiet birds, and small mammals heard scurrying at times. 
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AMBForst_FOREST-Night Pine Wind Crickets_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A deep tonal wind produced by a consistent breeze across long pine needles. Calming crickets at various distances throughout. Plant and leaf 
debris, quiet birds, and small mammals heard scurrying at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Squeaky Tree V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A tree squeaks loudly in a moderately strong wind. Dry leaves fall to the ground and blow past. Low roar present throughout. Birds, flying 
insects, tree debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Squeaky Tree V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A tree squeaks loudly in a moderately strong wind. Dry leaves fall to the ground and blow past. Low roar present throughout. Birds, flying 
insects, tree debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Squeaky Tree V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A tree squeaks loudly in a strong wind. Dry leaves fall to the ground and blow past. Low roar present throughout. Birds, flying insects, tree 
debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Squeaky Tree V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A tree squeaks loudly in a strong wind. Dry leaves fall to the ground and blow past. Low roar present throughout. Birds, flying insects, tree 
debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Strong Mixed Forest_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong wind blows through a dense mixed forest. Low rumbling present throughout. Trees squeak and dry leaves fall to the ground and blow 
past. Birds, flying insects, plant debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Wind Strong Mixed Forest_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong wind blows through a dense mixed forest. Low rumbling present throughout. Trees squeak and dry leaves fall to the ground and blow 
past. Birds, flying insects, plant debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Breeze Brush Clicking_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Brush branches click and clack as a gentle consistent breeze blows across high plains. Birds and flying insects audible at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Breeze Brush Clicking_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Brush branches click and clack as a gentle consistent breeze blows across high plains. Birds and flying insects audible at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Brush Rustling Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A consistent gusty wind blows through a hot prairie rustling dry brush and grasses. Flying insects throughout. Grasshoppers, birds, and hawk 
heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Brush Rustling Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A consistent gusty wind blows through a hot prairie rustling dry brush and grasses. Flying insects throughout. Grasshoppers, birds, and hawk 
heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Calm Flying Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Insects calmly fly around in the early morning hours on a hot day. Distant birds, small mammals, and gentle breeze at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Calm Flying Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Insects calmly fly around in the early morning hours on a hot day. Distant birds, small mammals, and gentle breeze at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Wind Cottonwood Rustle_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varying and gusty wind rustles dry leaves on a Cottonwood tree on a hot afternoon. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Wind Cottonwood Rustle_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varying and gusty wind rustles dry leaves on a Cottonwood tree on a hot afternoon. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Wind Gusts Brush Rustling_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Brush clicks and clacks and leaves rustle as a varying breeze blows across high plains. Birds, grasshoppers, and flying insects audible at times.

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Wind Gusts Brush Rustling_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Brush clicks and clacks and leaves rustle as a varying breeze blows across high plains. Birds, grasshoppers, and flying insects audible at times.
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AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Wind Strong Cottonwood_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong varying wind blows through large cottonwood trees causing debris to fall and leaves to rustle violently. Birds, flying insects, and plant 
debris heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Wind Strong Cottonwood_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong varying wind blows through large cottonwood trees causing debris to fall and leaves to rustle violently. Birds, flying insects, and plant 
debris heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Windy Grasses Birds V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong gusty breeze rustles dry grasses on a hot prairie. Birds call and sing throughout. Flying insects heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Windy Grasses Birds V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong gusty breeze rustles dry grasses on a hot prairie. Birds call and sing throughout. Flying insects heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Windy Grasses Birds V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong gusty breeze rustles dry grasses on a hot prairie creating high pitched tones and textures. Birds call and sing throughout. Flying 
insects heard at times. 

AMBGras_PRAIRIE-Windy Grasses Birds V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong gusty breeze rustles dry grasses on a hot prairie creating high pitched tones and textures. Birds call and sing throughout. Flying 
insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Dawn Birds Busy_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds vibrantly call and sing at dawn on a small lake. Wind on a distant ridge creates a tonal whirring. Occasional light breeze. Nighthawks, 
crickets, seeping water, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Dawn Birds Busy_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds vibrantly call and sing at dawn on a small lake. Wind on a distant ridge creates a tonal whirring. Occasional light breeze. Nighthawks, 
crickets, seeping water, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Dawn Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds begin to call and sing as water gently seeps against the lakeshore at dawn. Wind on a distant ridge creates a tonal whirring. Nighthawks, 
crickets, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Dawn Birds Spacious_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds begin to call and sing as water gently seeps against the lakeshore at dawn. Wind on a distant ridge creates a tonal whirring. Nighthawks, 
crickets, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Dawn Waterfowl_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Waterfowl activity on a still lake during a quiet morning as birds start to sing. Occasional light breeze. Crickets, gently lapping water, and flying 
insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Dawn Waterfowl_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Waterfowl activity on a still lake during a quiet morning as birds start to sing. Occasional light breeze. Crickets, gently lapping water, and flying 
insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Grass Wind Strong_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Strong wind blows through tall lakeside grasses. Birds, crickets, flying insects, plant debris, and distant gentle lake waves lapping heard at 
times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Grass Wind Strong_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Strong wind blows through tall lakeside grasses. Birds, crickets, flying insects, plant debris, and distant gentle lake waves lapping heard at 
times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Grass Wind Varied_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Varied wind gently blows through lakeside grasses. Stronger gusts at times. Birds, flying insects, and gentle lake waves lapping heard at times. 
Dry leaf debris can be heard swirling occasionally

AMBLake_LAKE-Grass Wind Varied_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Varied wind gently blows through lakeside grasses. Stronger gusts at times. Birds, flying insects, and gentle lake waves lapping heard at times. 
Dry leaf debris can be heard swirling occasionally

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Forest Breeze V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A varied breeze blows through a lakeside deciduous forest, making branches tap and dry leaves rustle. Stronger breezes at times. Birds, flying 
insects, tree debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 
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AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Forest Breeze V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A varied breeze blows through a lakeside deciduous forest, making branches tap and dry leaves rustle. Stronger breezes at times. Birds, flying 
insects, tree debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Forest Breeze V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A strong deep breeze blows through a lakeside deciduous forest, making branches tap and dry leaves rustle. Stronger breezes at times. Birds, 
flying insects, tree debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Lakeside Forest Breeze V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A strong deep breeze blows through a lakeside deciduous forest, making branches tap and dry leaves rustle. Stronger breezes at times. Birds, 
flying insects, tree debris, and distant lake waves lapping heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Lap Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Waves lap against a rocky lakeshore at a moderate distance while crows and other birds call in the distance. Consistent breeze. Flying insects, 
frogs, and leaf debris heard at times

AMBLake_LAKE-Lap Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Waves lap against a rocky lakeshore at a moderate distance while crows and other birds call in the distance. Consistent breeze. Flying insects, 
frogs, and leaf debris heard at times

AMBLake_LAKE-Morning Birds_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Various birds call and sing on the edges of a medium sized lake on a hot morning. Close bird activity, gently lapping water, and flying insects 
heard at times.

AMBLake_LAKE-Morning Birds_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Various birds call and sing on the edges of a medium sized lake on a hot morning. Close bird activity, gently lapping water, and flying insects 
heard at times.

AMBLake_LAKE-Pre Dawn_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A nighthawk calls and booms distantly as water gently seeps against the lakeshore before dawn. Wind on a distant ridge creates a tonal 
whirring.  Quiet birds, crickets, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Pre Dawn_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A nighthawk calls and booms distantly as water gently seeps against the lakeshore before dawn. Wind on a distant ridge creates a tonal 
whirring.  Quiet birds, crickets, and flying insects heard at times. 

AMBLake_LAKE-Windy Waves_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Wind blown waves splash against a rocky lakeshore. Occasional strong breeze. Birds, flying insects, and leaf debris heard at times

AMBLake_LAKE-Windy Waves_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Wind blown waves splash against a rocky lakeshore. Occasional strong breeze. Birds, flying insects, and leaf debris heard at times

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Calm Afternoon_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A calm afternoon on a large prairie. Occasional bird calls, flying insects, leaf debris and light breeze.

AMBRurl_PRAIRIE-Calm Afternoon_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A calm afternoon on a large prairie. Occasional bird calls, flying insects, leaf debris and light breeze.

ANMLBat_DESERT-Bats Chasing Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Bats audibly echo-locate as they chase insects on a still summer night. Distant owls and light breeze at times.

ANMLBat_DESERT-Bats Chasing Insects_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Bats audibly echo-locate as they chase insects on a still summer night. Distant owls and light breeze at times.

ANMLDog_PRAIRIE-Coyotes Distant_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Packs of distant coyotes howl and yelp on a still summer night. Distant owls and light breeze at times.

ANMLDog_PRAIRIE-Coyotes Distant_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Packs of distant coyotes howl and yelp on a still summer night. Distant owls and light breeze at times.
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ANMLDog_PRAIRIE-Coyotes Varied_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Coyotes sing, howl, and yelp at various distances during a still summer dawn. Distant owls, Nighthawks, and birds audible at times. Occasional 
light breeze.

ANMLDog_PRAIRIE-Coyotes Varied_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Coyotes sing, howl, and yelp at various distances during a still summer dawn. Distant owls, Nighthawks, and birds audible at times. Occasional 
light breeze.

ANMLInsc_DESERT-Calm Cricket_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Singular cricket calls during a still and chilly summer night. Gentle breeze, distant owls, and leaf debris heard at times.

ANMLInsc_DESERT-Calm Cricket_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Singular cricket calls during a still and chilly summer night. Gentle breeze, distant owls, and leaf debris heard at times.

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Cicada Breeze Birds V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Cicadas, crickets, and other flying insects are heard in close proximity during a warm summer day in a forest. Gentle breeze through pine trees 
at times. Birds calling at various distances throughout. 

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Cicada Breeze Birds V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Cicadas, crickets, and other flying insects are heard in close proximity during a warm summer day in a forest. Gentle breeze through pine trees 
at times. Birds calling at various distances throughout. 

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Cicada Breeze Birds V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Cicadas, crickets, and other flying insects are heard during a warm summer day in a forest. Strong breeze through pine trees at times. Birds 
calling at various distances throughout. 

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Cicada Breeze Birds V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Cicadas, crickets, and other flying insects are heard during a warm summer day in a forest. Strong breeze through pine trees at times. Birds 
calling at various distances throughout. 

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Flying Insects Swarm Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Flying insects swarm and fly around in close proximity. Gentle breeze and birds heard calling throughout.

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Flying Insects Swarm Birds Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Flying insects swarm and fly around in close proximity. Gentle breeze and birds heard calling throughout.

ANMLInsc_LAKE-Insects Birds Diverse_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A diverse set of insects and birds audible at various distances throughout, never overwhelming. Slight breeze at times.

ANMLInsc_LAKE-Insects Birds Diverse_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A diverse set of insects and birds audible at various distances throughout, never overwhelming. Slight breeze at times.

ANMLInsc_PRAIRIE-Cricket Wind Grasses_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Crickets chirp pleasantly in tall dry grasses at the edge of a meadow. Gusty breeze throughout. Flying insects and distant birds at times. 

ANMLInsc_PRAIRIE-Cricket Wind Grasses_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Crickets chirp pleasantly in tall dry grasses at the edge of a meadow. Gusty breeze throughout. Flying insects and distant birds at times. 

ANMLInsc_PRAIRIE-Rasping Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Insects consistently rasp at the edge of a meadow on a hot day. Crickets chirping and light breeze throughout rustling tall grasses. Flying 
insects and distant birds at times. 

ANMLInsc_PRAIRIE-Rasping Insects Breeze_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Insects consistently rasp at the edge of a meadow on a hot day. Crickets chirping and light breeze throughout rustling tall grasses. Flying 
insects and distant birds at times. 

ANMLInsc_WETLAND-Flying Insects Close Wetland_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Flying insects gather and swarm on the edge of a wetland. Gentle seeping water heard at times. Birds calling at various distances throughout. 
Slight breeze at times.
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ANMLInsc_WETLAND-Flying Insects Close Wetland_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Flying insects gather and swarm on the edge of a wetland. Gentle seeping water heard at times. Birds calling at various distances throughout. 
Slight breeze at times.

ANMLInsc_WETLAND-Insect Leaf Crawling_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Ground dwelling insects and spiders crawl over dried leaf piles at night. Frogs and crickets heard throughout. Gentle breeze at times. 

ANMLInsc_WETLAND-Insect Leaf Crawling_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Ground dwelling insects and spiders crawl over dried leaf piles at night. Frogs and crickets heard throughout. Gentle breeze at times. 

BIRDSong_DESERT-Mourning Dove Solo_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A Mourning Dove calls from a nearby branch at dusk. Little to no wind. Flying insects, crows, owls, and distant birds heard at times.  

BIRDSong_DESERT-Mourning Dove Solo_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A Mourning Dove calls from a nearby branch at dusk. Little to no wind. Flying insects, crows, owls, and distant birds heard at times.  

BIRDSong_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Consistent_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A bird sings vibrantly and consistently from a nearby branch while multiple other species call at various distances throughout. Flying insects 
and light breeze heard at times. 

BiRDSong_FOREST-Afternoon Birds Consistent_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A bird sings vibrantly and consistently from a nearby branch while multiple other species call at various distances throughout. Flying insects 
and light breeze heard at times. 

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Close Windy V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call, move, and fly around on a close branch of a large tree on a windy afternoon. Leaf rustling and details heard at times. 

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Close Windy V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call, move, and fly around on a close branch of a large tree on a windy afternoon. Leaf rustling and details heard at times. 

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Close Windy V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds call, move, and fly around on a close branch of a large tree with consistent tonal wind. Leaf detail heard at times. 

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Close Windy V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds call, move, and fly around on a close branch of a large tree with consistent tonal wind. Leaf detail heard at times. 

BIRDSong_FOREST-Vibrant Bird Windy Tree Debris_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A bird calls and sings vibrantly from a moderately close distance as wind knocks dry leaves and debris off of trees. Small mammals heard at 
times. Flying insects heard at times.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Vibrant Bird Windy Tree Debris_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A bird calls and sings vibrantly from a moderately close distance as wind knocks dry leaves and debris off of trees. Small mammals heard at 
times. Flying insects heard at times.

BIRDSong_WETLAND-Nighthawk Tonal Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav A nighthawk calls and booms overhead at night with a consistent but gentle tonal breeze. Small rustling mammals and leaf debris heard at 
times. 

BIRDSong_WETLAND-Nighthawk Tonal Wind_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav A nighthawk calls and booms overhead at night with a consistent but gentle tonal breeze. Small rustling mammals and leaf debris heard at 
times. 

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Dawn Chorus V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds vibrantly sing along the banks of a gently flowing river at dawn. Nighthawks, flying insects, and light breeze heard at times.  

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Dawn Chorus V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds vibrantly sing along the banks of a gently flowing river at dawn. Nighthawks, flying insects, and light breeze heard at times.  
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WATRFlow_RIVER-River Dawn Chorus V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Birds vibrantly sing along the banks of a flowing river at dawn. Nighthawks, flying insects, and light breeze heard at times.  

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Dawn Chorus V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Birds vibrantly sing along the banks of a flowing river at dawn. Nighthawks, flying insects, and light breeze heard at times.  

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Nighthawk Breeze V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Nighthawks call and boom in the early morning hours above a gently flowing river. Consistent breeze. Leaf debris heard at times.

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Nighthawk Breeze V1_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Nighthawks call and boom in the early morning hours above a gently flowing river. Consistent breeze. Leaf debris heard at times.

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Nighthawk Breeze V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Hi.wav Nighthawks call and boom in the early morning hours above a gently flowing river. Lighter breeze than V1. Leaf debris heard at times.

WATRFlow_RIVER-River Nighthawk Breeze V2_B00M_3DS09_4.0 Lo.wav Nighthawks call and boom in the early morning hours above a gently flowing river. Lighter breeze than V1. Leaf debris heard at times.
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